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It’s Frustrating That Preview in Mojave Isn’t Better
I haven’t done much with Take Control since we sold the business to Joe Kissell in 2017 (see “Take
Control Books Acquired by Joe Kissell,” 1 May 2017), but I recently found myself back in the saddle
to update Take Control of Preview. Josh Centers and I co-wrote the book about the version of Preview
that shipped with macOS 10.11 El Capitan, back in July 2016, and while I have continued to rely on the
app every day, not much seemed to change with Preview in 10.12 Sierra or 10.13 High Sierra. When
10.14 Mojave rolled around, however, its Continuity Camera and screenshot features directly impacted
Preview, so I decided it was time to do a deep dive and see what else might have changed in Preview.
Unfortunately, the results of my investigation weren’t particularly
positive. The new features in Preview don’t add much value, one
change is actively bad, and Apple introduced a handful of bugs.
Don’t get me wrong—I still think Preview is a snazzy little app
that’s far more useful than most people realize, and I probably use it
more than any other Apple app on my Mac (because I prefer Chrome
to Safari and Mailplane to Mail). Preview is a surprisingly powerful
graphics editor and a highly capable PDF viewer and utility. It won’t
compete with Photoshop or Acrobat (or even Pixelmator or PDFpen),
but for most of what most people need, it’s entirely sufficient.
The 1.1 version of Take Control of Preview is now out, and if you
don’t already own a copy (it’s a free update for everyone who bought
1.0), I encourage you to take a look to learn everything that Preview
can do.
The Good
The main change in Preview in Mojave revolves around Continuity Camera. Notably, you can now
take a photo with your iPhone and import it directly into Preview or use your iPhone to scan a document
right into the app. In the book, I added an “Importing from an iPhone or iPad” section to document
Continuity Camera.
Similarly, Mojave’s new screenshot
interface offers an option to send a
screenshot to Preview directly,
without first creating a file on the
Desktop. I added a section about this
as well, although it’s extremely
simple—you just choose Preview
from the Options pop-up menu in
the screenshot control bar. In
practice, I haven’t found this option
all that useful, since I don’t need to
edit most screenshots. Your mileage
may vary.
The only other notable addition to
Continued on page 4
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Continued from page 1
Preview, which probably happened in a previous version, is that it now supports the HEIF image format that Apple uses behind the scenes for
photos. That’s good but unexceptional.
Unfortunately, these features add little to Preview. You may not have realized this, but Preview could already import photos from connected
cameras, including the iPhone and iPad, and it could also already import documents from a scanner. Both of those features remain intact, although
the Import From Camera command no longer works with iOS devices. Continuity Camera’s capability to take a photo or scan a document with an
iOS device is truly new, though it also works in many other apps. Plus, although it’s nice to be able to open screenshots immediately in Preview for
editing, Preview could already take screenshots on its own, which provided essentially the same functionality. Again, those previous screenshot
capabilities remain intact.
Finally, Apple removed one feature: the capability to create an animated GIF. That was no great loss—Preview’s animated GIF creation and
editing capabilities were simultaneously weak and difficult to use. The previous version of the book covered them but recommended that anyone
who needed to work with animated GIFs use a different tool. That entire section of the book is now history.
The Bad
There is one change in Preview that’s truly terrible, and it had to have been intentional, so I can’t write it off as a bug. One of Preview’s core
features is a contact sheet view that displays thumbnails of all open images or all the pages in a PDF (choose View > Contact Sheet). It’s quite useful
because you can use it to
rearrange PDF pages, batch
delete or rotate images, and
more.
For inexplicable reasons,
Apple changed the
thumbnails in the contact
sheet view to be square
instead of retaining their
original aspect ratios. All I
can think is that some intern
thought Preview would be
more hip if it mimicked
Instagram (which only
started allowing portrait and
landscape orientations
recently). As a result, PDF
pages are squashed, and
people in photos look like
they’re being reflected in a
funhouse mirror. It’s awful
and completely unnecessary.
The Ugly
The tricky part of
updating Take Control of
Preview is that Preview sports
a lot of quirky little features
and interface niceties. Or at
least it did. Every so often
throughout the book, as I’d test some feature I thought was uncontroversial, I’d discover that it no longer worked in quite the same way, or, more
commonly, that it no longer worked at all.
I’d categorize these changes as bugs, plain and simple. I find them distressing, both because they exist at all and because someone at Apple broke
these features while changing code that worked perfectly well before. My best guess is that Apple has been updating Preview’s underlying code to
prepare it for a 64-bit future and other under-the-hood changes in macOS. Unfortunately, Apple seems to have assigned such updates to an
inexperienced programmer and then failed to test the new code.
Luckily, none of these bugs are show-stoppers. Here’s a list:
• Contact Sheet spacing incorrect: In the Contact Sheet, the spacing between thumbnails in the last row is now always wrong. It’s purely a
cosmetic bug but shows a lack of attention to detail.
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• Table of Contents fails to update:
Open a few images in Preview and set
the sidebar to show the Table of
Contents. Then switch back to
Thumbnails and drag another set of
images into the sidebar from the
Finder. If you subsequently switch
back to Table of Contents, only the
original filenames will appear, instead
of all the open images. Apparently,
Preview builds the table of contents
when you first switch into that view
and never updates it afterward.
• Copied or duplicated notes lose
their text: You can create a
Post-it-style note in a PDF using
Tools > Annotate > Note. But let’s say
you need to make a comment
repeatedly throughout a document.
Previously in Preview, you could copy
a note and paste it onto later pages.
Now when you do that, the text of
the pasted note is deleted. The same
thing happens if you Option-drag a
note to make a copy.
• Sidebar notes can’t be edited: In previous versions of Preview, you could edit notes added to PDFs in the sidebar, which is no longer possible. I
can’t tell if Apple meant to remove note-editing capabilities from the sidebar or if it’s just a bug.
• Annotations inspector largely non-functional: The previous bullet point might be a bug because the other place in Preview where annotations
appear—the Annotations inspector (Tools > Show Inspector)—is almost completely broken. Its columns no longer sort when their headers are
clicked; selecting a note no longer shows the associated text for reading or editing; even though a “Click to add note” label appears when a highlight
is selected, it doesn’t save anything you type; clicking a note or highlight in the list doesn’t scroll you to the associated page in the document; and
while deleting highlights does work, deleting notes only deletes them from the inspector, not from the document.
• Images don’t open in one window properly: Finally, one bug that Apple has never fixed is that Preview, when set to open all images or groups of
images in the same window (putting them in the sidebar) won’t reliably do that when you try to open a large number of images. Select 88 images
(for example), and you might get one window with 66 and another with 22, or one with 85 and another with 3.
The Future
As much as it would be nice if Preview didn’t accumulate new bugs for no apparent reason, in an ideal world, Apple would actually add useful
features to the program. As always, there’s a tension between Apple improving a bundled app and what that does to independent developers, but a
few features here and there aren’t likely to change the calculus of when someone would use Preview instead of buying a more full-featured app. I
don’t hold out much hope for Apple ever giving Preview much attention, but it can’t hurt to dream. Here are a few things I’d like to see:
• A way to avoid flattening image additions after you close a document: As it stands, you can add objects to an image, save the file, and still be
able to manipulate added objects. But as soon as you close the file, your changes are flattened to become simple pixels, forcing you to use macOS’s
Versions navigator to restore a previous version if you need to make changes. The problem, of course, is that PNG and JPEG and the like don’t
support such options, but I could imagine Preview doing some magic with the HEIF image container format in the background to keep additions
editable.
• The capability to fill and swap colors: You can change colors for objects that you add to an image in Preview, and it offers some Photos-like
adjusting of colors for the entire image. But there’s no way to select a portion of the image and fill it with a different color or to replace colors.
• A resizable image canvas: We do a lot of combining of screenshots for illustrations in TidBITS articles, and I often fall back on the now-defunct
Napkin from Aged & Distilled (it works, but is no longer for sale and has apparently been abandoned). The big win in Napkin is that it offers an
arbitrarily sized canvas onto which you can place images. Then, when you export, Napkin automatically sizes the resulting file to match the size of
its content. I provide a workaround for this in the book (basically, selecting all, cutting the image, resizing the remaining whitespace, and then
pasting back in), but an option to change the canvas size would be welcome.
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• Better object aligning: When you’re moving objects around in an image or a PDF, Preview shows a yellow line to indicate that you’ve aligned the
centers of those objects either vertically or horizontally. But it would be helpful to be able to align objects by their edges as well, and to space them
out evenly.
Text editing in PDFs: I don’t think Preview should try to compete with the likes of PDFpen and Acrobat overall, but it would be helpful to be
able to add, change, and delete text as the more-capable programs can do.

DOOR PRIZE WINNERS
For The April 2019 Meeting
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Can’t wait for the next newsletter to see what the guys and gals at Joy of Tech are up to? Then simply go on over to their
website and see past and current cartoons and other things
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Apple Special Event
Apple Reveals Its Vision for TV
by JOSH CENTERS & MICHAEL E. COHEN
We’ve spent years reading the tea leaves to try to figure out Apple’s TV vision.
Every now and then, Apple gives us a glimpse, as it did in 2015 when Tim Cook
declared that the future of TV was apps (see “The Fourth-Generation Apple TV
Is Coming at Last,” 9 September 2015). Unfortunately for Apple, apps didn’t pan
out as the future of TV, so Apple put TV on the back burner until it could come
up with a new approach.
Now we know what Apple’s latest TV plan is, and it’s a doozy, consisting of six
parts:
• A redesigned Apple TV app focused on services. (Notice that Apple no longer
calls it “the TV app,” but “the Apple TV app.”) This new app will also be
available on the Mac later in 2019, probably with the next major release of
macOS.
• From this new Apple TV app, you’ll be able to subscribe to individual channels, called Apple TV Channels. Yes, à la carte programming is finally
here! Initial partners listed are CBS, Epix, MTV, Showtime, Smithsonian Channel, and Starz.
• The new Apple TV app will support existing streaming services like ABC, Amazon Prime Video, ESPN, Hulu, MLB, and NBC. But not Netflix,
which undoubtedly sees Apple TV+ as direct competition.
• You’ll be able to watch live content inside the app through partners like DirecTV Now, PlayStation Vue, and Spectrum (see “Spectrum’s Zero
Sign-On App Comes to Apple TV,” 23 January 2019).
• Later in 2019, Apple will launch its own streaming service with original content, called Apple TV+, in 100 countries.
• Last, but certainly not least, the Apple TV app will be escaping the confines of the Apple ecosystem. We already knew about Apple’s deals with
LG, Samsung, Sony, and Vizio (see “Apple Opens iTunes Video and AirPlay Up to TV Rivals,” 9 January 2019), but Apple has now
announced that Apple TV will also be coming to Amazon’s Fire TV and Roku. With that, Apple has covered most of the major players.
Many observers have mixed up the Apple TV app, Apple TV Channels, and Apple TV+. Yes, it’s confusing, but they’re all distinct offerings.
Redesigned Apple TV App
Apple said it would roll out the new Apple TV app in May 2019.
We presume it will come with at least some of the new channels and
services. Likewise, the Apple TV app for third-party devices will launch
about that time, starting with Samsung.
From what we’ve seen of the new TV app, it doesn’t look much
different than the old one. You can still use it to access your purchased
iTunes movies and TV shows. One nice new touch is a dedicated Kids
section, which lets children browse shows by character, much as Netflix
has allowed for years.
The new TV app will have a strong focus on personalization. A new
“swipe” feature lets you effectively channel surf between shows, the
difference being that these shows will be ones that Apple’s algorithms
think you will like. We’ll see how well it actually works once Apple
releases the app in May.
Apple TV Channels
Apple said very little about Apple TV Channels, merely listing a few partners and emphasizing that you’d be able to pick and choose among them.
No mention was made of pricing, possible bundle discounts, or much of anything else.
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As a result, it’s hard to say if Apple TV Channels will be interesting, or cheaper than subscribing to the likes of Showtime and Starz separately. At
the moment, it looks as though Apple intends Apple TV Channels as merely a front-and-center reminder to Apple TV users that they can subscribe
to more content directly (and give Apple a cut).
As with the Apple TV app, we’ll likely learn more in May, and then we should be able to get a sense of whether Apple is providing access to
enough of a media library to compete with Netflix.
Apple TV+
There have been endless rumors about an Apple streaming service chock full of the original
content that the company has spent a reported $1 billion on so far, and Apple was finally
ready to reveal what it has been working on. Well… kind of. Apple showed what amounted
to a few short clips from its shows after a celebrity-packed yet awkward presentation that could
best be described as “Apple’s upfronts.” Upfronts are annual springtime industry events, dating
back to the early 1960s, in which TV networks announce their new shows to advertisers.
Announcing their respective projects were Steven Spielberg (Amazing Stories); Reese
Witherspoon, Jennifer Anniston, and Steve Carrell (The Morning Show); Alfre Woodard and
Jason Momoa (See); Kumail Nanjiani (Little America); JJ Abrams and Sara Bareilles (Little
Voice); Big Bird and fellow muppet Cody (Helpsters); and the all-time queen of daytime TV,
Oprah Winfrey (a pair of documentaries). It was a star-studded event that had most
technology journalists yawning and scratching their heads, not in the least because, other than knowing that Apple is truly working on these rumored
projects, we don’t know much more than we did before.
However, that rollout was aimed not at Apple’s usual audience of technology reporters and aficionados, but at those who work in, live for, and
gossip endlessly about what Hollywood calls “the biz”—show business. That industry has been riding a hellacious roller-coaster of disruption over
the last few years: just the week before Apple’s event, many entertainment world workers were laid off as Disney’s acquisition of 21st Century Fox
became final. People in the biz want to know, “Is Apple for real,” “Is it going to become a major player,” and “Should I send in my resume?”
Apple emulated the traditional show business ritual of the upfront to send a
message. Two messages, really. One to the bruised and insecure working
people of Hollywood: “We’re here, we have a plan, we’re serious, and we have
money.” And another to the Hollywood studios, streaming companies, and
others hesitant to do business with Apple: “Don’t want to stream your content
with us? We can make our own, and we have Spielberg and Oprah. Now do
you want to do lunch?”
We won’t know for at least six months whether, beneath all of the Apple
TV+ rollout’s phony tinsel and glitter, there’s real tinsel and glitter, but we’re
not willing to bet that there isn’t. On the other hand, a comedy series about
19th-century poet Emily Dickinson starring Hailee Steinfeld and Jane
Krakowski? Who gave the green light to that?
Apple TV As Service First, Hardware Second
While Apple’s TV announcements were wide-ranging, there was a central
theme: Apple TV isn’t merely a hardware box anymore, but a suite of services that will encompass everything related to TV, including cable and
satellite TV equivalents, rented and purchased content, and whatever exactly Apple TV+ will end up being. And that’s reflected in Apple placing the
Apple TV app on third-party devices.
In “Apple Opens iTunes Video and AirPlay Up to TV Rivals” (9 January 2019), Josh predicted that Apple might drop the hardware Apple TV
entirely. He’s less confident about that now, not so much because of Apple’s TV announcements, but because of the Apple TV’s role in the Apple
Arcade gaming service (see “Apple Announces Apple Arcade Gaming Service,” 25 March 2019).
With the point of the Apple TV hardware shifting more toward gaming, we shouldn’t expect a cheaper Apple TV “dongle-type” model anytime
soon. Apple could ship a cheaper version without the $59 Siri Remote included (you’d just use your iPhone or iPad instead), but that’s been
possible all along and hasn’t happened. But we do wonder now if we’ll see an Apple-branded game controller later this year, or perhaps even a
gaming-focused Apple TV model.
In any case, the overall picture is clear: Apple intends to pour significantly more resources into its TV-related services, and those services will be
available on the most common TV platforms. However, it will continue to offer the Apple TV HD (the new, blissfully shorter name of the
fourth-generation Apple TV) and Apple TV 4K as premium products that add gaming to the mix. That’s a strategy that should make everyone
(relatively) happy.
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Apple Card: More Than Just a Credit Card
by JEFF PORTEN
Apple has already made big changes to how we buy things, now that it’s possible to use Apple
Pay to check out with a flick of the wrist or a press of a button. And Apple Pay has significant
competition, with Google and Samsung promoting their own mobile payment systems, so
many transactions that used to require plastic and signatures are now virtual. Apple Pay alone is
on track to process 10 billion transactions this year.
Apple’s recent announcement of the new Apple Card service may at first blush seem like just
another added feature—now Apple Pay can have a line of credit. But it’s possible that this will
impact the credit card industry almost as profoundly as how Netflix affected Blockbuster when
it started sending DVDs in red envelopes.
How Apple Card Works
Apple Card is a credit card that lives in your Wallet app, supplemented by an unusual
physical card. The application process will be built into the app when Apple Card becomes
available in the United States sometime in the middle of 2019—no mention was made of other
countries. Apple Card accounts work only for individuals; multiple cards aren’t supported.
Apple Card uses two different methods of payment, Apple Pay and the Mastercard network. As with current Apple Pay transactions, there’s no
permanent number associated with your account, and therefore no number printed on the physical card—the Wallet app generates a unique
number for every transaction, which happens behind the scenes.
For Mastercard transactions—which you’ll use whenever purchasing from a vendor that doesn’t take Apple Pay—a tap on the card in Wallet
brings up your card number, expiration date, and CVV security number. These are assigned when you open the account, but for security purposes,
you can recycle those numbers and get issued new ones at any time, right in Wallet.
You’ll need the physical card only when making purchases in person at vendors that don’t accept Apple Pay—the card
has both a chip and a magnetic stripe. Left unclear is how the magnetic stripe works when you can change the number
virtually. Historically this would require writing the new number to the magnetic strip, but perhaps some networking
magic pulls the latest number from Apple Pay at the time of purchase.
Bring up your Apple Card account in Wallet, and you’ll see the kind of data you’d expect from a credit card Web site,
combined with financial analysis and presented with Apple design. The launch screen shows you your balance and
available credit, a thumbnail chart of your recent purchases, and a reminder of when the next payment is due. All your
purchases are automatically categorized (it’s unclear if you’ll be able to set your own) for grouping in multi-colored graphs
so you can see what you’ve spent on restaurants or car expenses. The report also automatically includes weekly and
monthly charts and summaries.
It’s at the transaction level that the Apple Card interface has some real wow factor: pull up your transactions, and each
one will be clearly described instead of showing the incomprehensible abbreviations that sometimes appear on statements.
It even shows logos for known vendors. Tap a transaction, and a map comes up showing you where you made the
purchase—good for a reminder of what you purchased, or evidence to dispute a charge.
Behind the pretty pictures, Apple Card’s financial features are quite different from what you may be used to. During
the presentation, Apple said that there are no fees, period: no annual fees, no late fees, no cash advance fees, no over-limit
fees. Plus, Apple said, and this is worth quoting, “our goal is to provide interest rates that are among the lowest in the
industry.” Even if you miss a payment, your interest rate won’t go up.
When you make a payment, which you do through the Wallet app, you can use a calculator that lets you set a payment
less than the full amount, and shows you what the resulting interest charge will be. Obviously, it’s zero if you pay the full
amount every month, but otherwise, you’ll know precisely what you’re being charged to carry over debt. The slider
includes suggested amounts to pay: carry a large balance and the circle is red, pay a decent chunk and it shifts to yellow, or
pay most or all of it for green. You’ll always know when the payment is due: it’s the last day of the month, for everyone.
The Wallet app will also provide “smart payment suggestions” meant to help you lower your interest charges or manage
your money better, such as setting up multiple monthly payments timed to your paychecks. Wallet will prompt you that
more frequent payments will lower your interest charges—which implies that interest accrues daily since the more
standard monthly accrual method doesn’t lower the interest you’ll owe if you pay a week early.
Instead of points, rewards, or other incentive programs, Apple Card offers cash back—same-day cash back, called Daily
Cash. You’ll be credited 3% for purchases with Apple (including the App Store), 2% for other Apple Pay transactions,
and 1% when using Mastercard. You can apply Daily Cash to the card balance, use it for any other purpose within Apple
Pay, or send to a bank account, and there’s no upper limit on how much you can receive.
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Fraud protection is built in by sending you a notification whenever a charge is made, which is commonplace with other credit card apps. But other
apps don’t give you a button to tell Apple the charge was unauthorized—Apple claims it’ll then take care of it without bothering you further—and
most don’t offer a live 24/7 text chat in Messages you can drop into for any other problems. (Those who do don’t offer Apple’s no-wait promise.) It
seems likely that Apple is leveraging the still-in-beta-since-iOS-11.3 Business Chat service. The prominence of the chat suggests that if you prefer to
get a human being on the phone, well, good luck.
Their other major security feature is mind-blowing: much as Apple can’t read your iMessage conversations in real-time, the company says that it
knows nothing about your transactions, their size, location, or any other metadata. That’s all handled by Apple Card’s banking partner, Goldman
Sachs. The Wallet app stores all of this information locally to make graphs and show you the details you want. Apple hasn’t said whether you’ll be
able to delete locally stored transaction data for security purposes, but the only way to get to it or any purchase capability is with Touch ID or Face
ID. What Apple has done here is create a purchasing platform where Apple itself isn’t part of the loop.
Most likely, this is done with end-to-end encryption from Goldman Sachs servers through Apple to your iOS device. Apple is warranting that
Goldman will use your transactional data only for account purposes and will never share or sell it to third parties. That’s a sweeping statement for one
corporate partner to make on behalf of another and puts Apple on the hook both for Goldman’s deliberate actions and for any errors or attacks that
disclose data. It’s a shockingly user-friendly move in the context of the credit card industry, as is giving up the rich data mine of information that these
transactions create. Beyond that, the engineering commitment necessary to present the data Wallet has to process, in a way that exposes none of it to
Apple, is stunning for a dozen technical reasons. The privacy promises Apple is making required massive effort, indicating that this is a true company
value rather than a marketing maneuver.
How Apple Card Might Change Consumer Credit
In fact, scratch the surface, and there’s quite a lot that’s stunning about these Apple Card policies. What appear to be a few user-friendly features
could have massive ramifications.
Purchasing Decisions and Interest Rate Calculations
One key thing to understand about financial technology is that the tools we use affect the purchases we make. If you pay with your watch versus
pulling out a card, you’ll buy different things—more accurately, you’ll buy more things because you’re bypassing psychological barriers involved
with cash and plastic. There’s a reason Amazon patented one-click purchasing.
Likewise, the data you have affects your behavior. How long do you spend deciding whether to make a $500 purchase and is that more time than
it took you to add a $500 option to a $40,000 car? The price of the car inclines you to think differently about the $500—especially if it becomes less
of a blip in a monthly payment. This effect is called priming.
The credit card industry is geared around getting you to pay more and to never be quite clear on how much more. Say you buy a $600 item
because it’s on sale for $500, and you use a credit card because it’s outside your immediate budget. That amount might cost you $10 in interest each
month—carry that balance for a year, and that sale purchase was silly. The $100 came out of the retailer’s pocket and went to the bank (with a little
extra), so the bank doesn’t want you to think of it as an added cost for that purchase. It’s just a fee. Meanwhile, you “saved $100” and are inclined by
this thinking to do so again in the future.
If you know the basics of personal financial management, you know that this kind of thinking is not merely irrational, it’s dangerous—the slippery
slope to crushing debt loads. But this isn’t about rationality. The psychological effects that the credit card industry triggers are hardwired—
chimpanzees in primate labs demonstrate the same irrational financial behaviors we do (substituting grapes and sugar water for folding money).
Apple is upending this by dropping all fees and by telling you precisely what it will cost you to underpay your balance. Having that information
primes you to make different choices—you’ll know from the slider and suggested payment plans that $500 out of the budget this month is an extra
$10 next month, and that same $10 every month until you pay it off.
Consumer advocates have been fighting to force credit issuers to provide this information for years, but the best they’ve been able to get out of
regulators are those 40-page pamphlets that no one reads. Their biggest victory to date has been the summary box on every application and
acceptance letter. Like an FDA ingredient label on food, it boils down the most salient costs of the card. But a consumer needs non-trivial math skills
to understand this information—if your card has a 24.9% interest rate and a late fee of $25, how much interest will be added and what will your
balance be in 3 months if you pay off half your balance? This involves compound interest—even math whizzes usually need a spreadsheet to calculate
it. Apple Card brings those skills to the masses.
This difference is crucial. Earlier, I introduced good credit practices by saying, “if you know the basics of personal finance management.” The fact
is, very few people do. We routinely use credit instruments where calculating interest requires a spreadsheet and knowing how and when to raise a
decimal to the twelfth power, in a country that routinely prints a suggested 20% tip calculation on restaurant receipts because people don’t know it
means “divide by 5.” It’s not an overstatement to say that some credit card issuers prey on their customers’ ignorance and exploit normal but
irrational human behaviors. Apple turns this upside down: Apple Card and Wallet subtly teach you about credit and create virtuous feedback loops
that likely improve your behaviors on an unconscious level. It’s the same priming, but on the side of the angels for the first time.
Once Apple starts doing this, the question for every other credit card issuer in the country will become, “Why don’t you?” And because this is part
of a free-market competition between private companies, those in favor of minimal regulation of the financial industry can do nothing about it—
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Apple has moved it from a political issue to a consumer feature.
The Implication of No Fees
Apple gets to look extremely generous with its Apple Card fee structure. It’s a compelling argument to switch from more expensive cards with
complicated reward structures to no fees and daily cash back. So one might ask—why? Does Apple hate money?
The answer involves some psychology and some microeconomics. Credit card issuers usually want to find the right customers. Customers who
carry no debt are potentially money losers, eating the cost of the rewards and paying no interest, which is why high-reward cards have annual fees.
Customers who carry a lot of debt run up huge interest, which is great for the issuers… unless those people go bankrupt. It’s no longer possible to
walk away from debt via bankruptcy the way you once could, but credit card issuers still get pennies on the dollar. The sweet spot, toward which
these companies herd their customers, is where the credit card issuers are extracting as much profit as possible without pushing too many customers
into bankruptcy and turning future revenue into written-off unpaid debt. That’s why there are due dates, minimum payments, and late fees—they
ensure a regular flow of income from even the biggest debtors because they are incentivized to avoid more fees.
What’s the incentive to pay off the Apple Card, by comparison? Why even have a due date, if there are no fees for being late? (That is, no
additional cost over and above the increasing interest that happens every day the debt is carried. It’s just that the due date isn’t special.)
Here is where Apple gets to exercise its power in an interesting way: miss a normal credit card payment and it costs you money, but miss an Apple
Card payment and every Apple device you own might degrade in service. Just as failing to pay for iCloud prevents any new uploads to your paid
iCloud storage, Apple could deter you from going into arrears on Apple Card by affecting everything you do with an Apple ID. If you’re paying for
other Apple services, you might also lose access to Apple Music, be unable to purchase new apps, or have problems using apps that require ongoing
subscriptions. Now consider the free services Apple provides, such as iCloud password and calendar syncing, which could also be suspended at the
same time or at a later date for customers who still haven’t paid.
Apple doesn’t need your late fees. Apple could apply pressure in other ways to make sure Apple Card is the first card you pay.
Does Apple Really Intend to Lower Interest?
I am more skeptical about Apple’s claims that it wants to be generous regarding interest. The business of lending money is all about interest.
Goldman Sachs isn’t interested in a partnership with a charity.
Part of the answer lies in the unannounced details of what merchants will pay. When you buy something with a credit card, the merchant typically
pays 2–3% to the credit card issuer. (That cost is generally built into the overall price of the purchase; it’s why gas stations advertise separate cash and
credit prices.) Another smaller deduction is made for the credit card processor—for example, CNN reports that Apple currently makes under 1 cent
for each Apple Pay transaction. Multiply by 10 billion transactions, and that’s some nice money. But it’s nothing compared to a percentage of the
transaction.
Apple is still the processor of payments that take place over Apple Pay, but it also has a relationship with Goldman Sachs for Apple Card charges.
Financial news coverage is saying Apple will now share in the issuer fees that Goldman Sachs receives from the merchant, and maybe other revenue.
Let’s assume Apple will make a 1% profit after shouldering business costs and its share of the 2% rebate to cardholders. The average credit card
charge in the US is $93, which means Apple makes less than 1 cent on Apple Pay, but 93 cents for whatever fraction of 10 billion transactions end
up being paid through Apple Card. That’s a strong incentive for Apple to sign up as many customers as it can safely manage.
Merchant fees also make it easier for Apple to promise lower interest rates to consumers—but there are some indicators in contradiction to the
company’s marketing promises. Apple did not announce rates at its presentation, but they are available in the Apple Card fine print: from 13.24% to
24.24% (based on prevailing economic conditions; the range could be different in a few months). The average interest rate for credit cards right
now is 17.67%, so Apple’s range isn’t exactly the “lowest.”
There’s one other point to consider regarding interest rates, which is that it will be difficult to know whether Apple lives up to its low-interest
promise. As individuals, we can compare the rate offered by Apple against our rates on other cards. But we have no way of knowing whether this is
happening across the board—the aggregate data is private. Goldman Sachs has to file various public reports disclosing some operational data, but I
can’t determine whether Apple Card interest rates are something we’ll see clearly broken out. (If I find out after publication, I’ll add it in the
comments.)
Apple could have gone a different path. Apple Card is issued by Goldman Sachs, but not in New York City. It’s issued by the Goldman Sachs
branch in Salt Lake City, Utah. Like Delaware and South Dakota, Utah is particularly friendly to credit card issuers, and by locating their
consumer credit arm there, Goldman and Apple can charge higher rates and enjoy less-restrictive regulation than would be the case in New York or
California. That location likely predated Goldman’s conversations with Apple, but given the tight integration that must be taking place in this
partnership, Apple could have forced a new location and made a binding promise about Apple Card’s rates by issuing cards in a state that caps at a
lower ceiling. Draw your own conclusions as to why this did not happen. It’s one of the few things about Apple Card that’s just like every other
credit card.
An Even Bigger Picture
One last thing is striking about the sum total of Apple’s announcements, and it has little to do with financial matters. Recently, Senator Elizabeth
Warren made headlines by talking about bringing antitrust charges against big tech companies, including Apple. This led to a lot of uninformed
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comments about how such breakups could never happen. That’s historically inaccurate. Both Standard Oil and AT&T in its “Ma Bell” days were
far more integrated and centrally crucial to the American economy than Apple, Amazon, Facebook, and Google are today, and the federal
government broke up both. The current political climate is different, but those who think it couldn’t happen again should read the writings of
people who said it would never happen to AT&T.
There is no way of knowing how successful Elizabeth Warren will be in her presidential bid, of course, but she’s also a senator, and now that she’s
put the idea of breaking up Big Tech into the political marketplace, others are likely to take up the idea or propose parallel options. That doesn’t
mean that such a thing will occur, but it does suggest that the concern is not going away, and that in turn puts public pressure on corporate
shoulders.
In several ways, the Apple Card announcement paints a much larger target on the company’s back. There are solid technical and business reasons
why it’s consumer-friendly for Apple to sell iPhones, run the App Store, and ship iOS apps independent of what’s part of iOS. That’s a case Apple
could do well with in court.
But when Apple runs the bank that you use to pay for Apple products or uses its control of Apple Pay to set pricing for Apple Card transactions,
that’s when it starts to look like an oil company controlling everything from the well to the refinery to the gas station. Apple is also proposing to sell
you TV hardware, connect you to TV providers, and subscribe you to its own TV content—this is already drawing attention, and there’s no
technical argument against breaking up such business integration.
Combine this, however, with what I said earlier: the consumer-friendly processes Apple is introducing, without any government intervention, have
been a goal of Elizabeth Warren’s side of the political spectrum forever. (And specifically for Warren, who came to politics after becoming known as
an economics professor promoting such ideas—she’s the woman behind the creation of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau.) What Apple
announced is a win for consumer advocates, on par with how environmentalists would feel about Exxon Mobil announcing that it would start
closing gas stations to replace them with wind power for electric vehicles.
It’s fascinating that just as the American political spectrum is widening in both directions to include discussions of previously “impossible” ideas—
and other major markets like the European Union and China undergo their own chaotic political and economic changes—Apple announces that
it’s getting into the financial world in a big way. Just as the iPhone blew away every mobile phone with a keyboard, I believe that the Apple Card
could mark a similar turning point for consumer finance. First for what customers expect from their financial service providers, second for
government action driven by those changes, and finally for the corporations themselves. The more people who use Apple Card, the faster these
changes could occur.
iOS 12.2 and macOS 10.14.4 Add Apple News+ and Enhance Apps
by ADAM ENGST
Apple said next to nothing about technology topics during its special event but did mention that a new
version of iOS would be coming out to support the Apple News+ subscription service. That happened shortly
after the presentation, with the release
of iOS 12.2, whose marquee feature is
indeed Apple News+, which you
access in the updated News app. For
details, see “Apple News+ Debuts
With Magazines, Newspapers, and
Web Sites” (25 March 2019).

Late in the day, Apple also released macOS 10.14.4 Mojave,
which provides Apple News+ and many of the same enhancements
as iOS 12.2, along with some of its own changes. It’s a 2.5 GB
download.
Here’s a rundown on the major changes in both operating systems.
Siri
With iOS 12.2 (and the just-released tvOS 12.2), Apple has
given Siri more control over your Apple TV, enabling you to ask
Siri on an iOS device to play a video, show, sports game, or channel
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on your Apple TV.
If you’re watching something on an iOS device and want to switch to the big screen,
you can ask Siri to “play this on the bedroom Apple TV.” Perhaps more interestingly, you
can also use Siri—even with “Hey Siri”—to control what’s playing. Apple gives examples
like:
• “Pause the bedroom Apple TV.”
• “Play the bedroom Apple TV.”
• “Skip 30 seconds on the living room Apple TV.”
• “Turn on subtitles on the bedroom Apple TV.”
Of course, you can still use the Siri button on the Apple TV Remote to invoke Siri on
the Apple TV directly, but having access to “Hey Siri” may be more convenient than
fumbling for the slim black remote in a darkened room.
These features are available only in Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom, and the United States, and only in English.
Screen Time
If you’re a fan of Screen Time’s Downtime feature, you’ll be pleased to learn that iOS 12.2 now lets you customize your downtime with a
different schedule for every day of the week, which was a notable lapse in the initial release.
iOS 12.2 also adds an On/Off toggle to App Limits so you can easily turn them off and back on temporarily all at once.
Safari
The most obvious change you’ll see in Safari in iOS 12.2 is that when you type in the Smart
Search Field, you can accept a suggestion and modify it by tapping the arrow icon next to the
suggestion. That’s welcome because it can save you from typing additional words on the
awkward iOS keyboard.
iOS 12.2’s release notes claim that “website sign-in now occurs automatically after filling
credentials with Password Autofill,” and macOS 10.14.4’s say it “streamlines website login when
filling credentials with Password Autofill.” That would be a boon, but in a couple of tests in iOS
12.2, I noticed no difference.
On the Mac side, Safari adds Dark mode support for Web sites that support custom color
schemes, allows push notification prompts only after interacting with a site, and adds a warning
when you load an unencrypted or partially encrypted Web page.
Finally, both operating systems remove support for the Do Not Track standard (see “The
Tragic Death of “Do Not Track”,” 19 March 2019). Safari’s Intelligent Tracking Prevention
technology now protects against cross-site tracking by default. It sets new permission
requirements for cookies and new limits on long-term tracking—it’s all good for users, and Digiday has an explanation of what it means for
advertisers.
AirPlay
When you’re sending video to an Apple TV via AirPlay,
iOS 12.2 now puts dedicated TV controls in Control Center
and on the Lock screen. The playback controls on the Lock
screen and in Control Center are obvious, but note that the
icon for the Apple TV remote in Control Center now looks
like the Apple TV remote rather than the Apple TV logo.
Along with Siri’s new capability to control the Apple TV
from an iOS device, these changes should help you avoid
using the Apple TV Remote if you wish.
iOS 12.2’s release notes also say that “AirPlay multitasking
for video allows you to browse other apps, as well as play other
short-form audio and video files locally on your device
without interrupting AirPlay.” It turns out that this applies
only when you use AirPlay specifically from within a video
app like YouTube, not when you enable Screen Mirroring in
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Control Center. Once you’ve started AirPlaying a video to the Apple TV in this way, you can use your iOS device normally without stopping the
stream.
Finally, Apple says that iOS 12.2 now groups AirPlay destinations by content type so it’s easier to find the device you want to play to. Perhaps
some people have a lot more AirPlay devices than I do; with only an Apple TV and two HomePods, I haven’t had any trouble.
Apple Pay
Those who use Apple Pay Cash and Visa debit cards can reportedly now transfer money to their bank accounts instantly, and iOS 12.2’s Wallet
app now displays Apple Pay credit and debit transactions right below the card.
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Other Changes
iOS 12.2 and macOS 10.14.4 also feature numerous smaller feature changes that include:
AirPods: If you’ve ordered the second-generation AirPods, you’ll need to upgrade to iOS 12.2 and macOS 10.14.4 to use them.
Apple Music (iOS) and iTunes (Mac): The Browse tab now shows more editorial highlights on a single page.
Maps: In the US, UK, and India, the Maps app now supports the Air Quality Index.
Messages: A new codec significantly improves the quality of audio recordings in Messages.
Wi-Fi Calling: iOS 12.2 and macOS 10.14.4 now support real-time text (RTT) for phone calls made through a nearby iPhone.
iOS 12.2 has a couple of changes it doesn’t share with the Mac:
“5G E” icon: In what has been a controversial change, iOS 12.2 now displays a “5G E” icon to AT&T subscribers to indicate that the company’s
5G Evolution network is available. Sprint is suing AT&T, and a study by OpenSignal found that AT&T’s 5G Evolution service is slightly
slower than Verizon’s and T-Mobile’s advanced 4G LTE networks.
Animoji: For those using an iPhone X or later, or a 2018 iPad Pro with Face ID, iOS 12.2 adds four new Animoji: an owl, boar, giraffe, and
shark.
On the bug fix side, iOS 12.2:
Improves the stability and performance of the Apple TV Remote
Fixes a bug that prevented some missed calls from appearing in Notification Center
Ensures the correct size of large apps, the System category, and the Other category in the storage graph in Settings > General > iPhone Storage
Prevents Voice Memos from automatically playing back recordings after connecting to a car Bluetooth system
Resolves a bug that could cause Voice Memos to temporarily prevent renaming a recording
Receives numerous security fixes—41 of them, to be exact
macOS 10.14.4 has its own list of fixes. In particular, it:
Provides enhanced support for external GPUs in Activity Monitor
Fixes a bug with the App Store that may have prevented adoption of the latest versions of Pages, Keynote, Numbers, iMovie, and GarageBand
Improves the reliability of USB audio devices when used with the MacBook Air, MacBook Pro, and Mac mini models introduced in 2018
Corrects the default screen brightness for the recently updated MacBook Air
Fixes a graphics compatibility issue that may occur on some external displays connected to the new Mac mini
Resolves Wi-Fi connection issues that may crop up after upgrading to Mojave
Fixes a bug that could cause a re-added Exchange account to disappear from Internet Accounts
Addresses an issue that caused Mail to request AOL passwords frequently
Receives 35 security fixes

Updating to iOS 12.2 and macOS 10.14.4
You can update to iOS 12.2 in Settings > General > Software Update or through iTunes. The update is 834 MB for an iPhone X and 693 MB
for an iPad Air 2; other devices should be in the same ballpark.
To update to macOS 10.14.4 from a previous version of Mojave, go to System Preferences > Software Update. The update is 2.5 GB.
As always, we recommend waiting to install both of these updates for at least a few days unless you’re dying to try Apple News+ or have been
waiting for another of the enhancements.
Apple Announces Apple Arcade Gaming Service
by JOSH CENTERS
Apple has announced its much-rumored gaming service, called Apple Arcade. It will be a paid subscription service, much like Netflix or Setapp,
that gives you access to a library of over 100 new games from the App Store. Apple said it will be available in more than 150 countries in fall 2019 (so
probably September, with iOS 13 and new iPhones), but the company didn’t share pricing.
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Apple Arcade will work across the iPhone,
iPad, Mac, and Apple TV, and your progress
with be synced between those platforms. There
are no ads or in-app purchases, and it supports
Family Sharing out of the box, so up to 6 family
members can access the services for the same fee.
In a swipe at Google and its upcoming Google
Stadia game-streaming service, Apple said that
you will be able to play all Apple Arcade games
offline.
Apple said that it’s working closely with
participating developers to help them optimize
their games for Apple’s devices and that it’s giving
those developers the freedom to create their best
work. From a business perspective, the most
interesting thing about Apple Arcade isn’t that
Apple is launching a game service, but that it’s
becoming a game publisher, pitting itself against
giants like Activision Blizzard and Electronic Arts.
The developers working with Apple Arcade are
largely indie companies like ustwo games
(creators of Monument Valley—see “FunBITS:
Monument Valley for iPhone and iPad” 25
April 2014) that may be familiar in the Apple
world but are essentially unknown in the broader gaming industry. Apple has
signed up Konami (Castlevania and Metal Gear) and Sega (Sonic the
Hedgehog), but both companies are sadly well past their prime. (I was
surprised to see Konami as a partner since it has largely abandoned video
games to focus on pachinko machines.)
While Apple Arcade developers may not have a ton of name recognition,
some of the games look interesting, such as Oceanhorn 2. The original was a
charming clone of Nintendo’s Zelda games (see “FunBITS: Oceanhorn
Emulates Zelda on iOS,” 31 January 2014), but while it was closer to the
Zelda games of the 8- and 16-bit era, Oceanhorn 2 appears to be a full-blown
3D adventure, akin to 2017’s smash-hit The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the
Wild.
Also interesting are the just-announced Beyond a Steel Sky, the unexpected
sequel to the classic 1994 cyberpunk adventure game Beneath a Steel Sky, and
a Lego fighting game called Lego Brawls. But will they entice even casual gamers? We’ll just have to wait and see.
Apple News+ Debuts With Magazines, Newspapers, and Web Sites
by JULIO OJEDA-ZAPATA
When Apple bought the digital magazine service Texture almost precisely a
year ago (“Apple Acquires the Digital Magazine Service Texture,” 12 March
2018), speculation ran rampant that the company would eventually roll out a
similar Apple-branded service, likely integrated into the News app.
That speculation was on the money. At its services-focused special event on 25
March 2019, Apple announced what it is calling Apple News+, a paid add-on
to Apple News with access to about 300 magazines, plus a handful of major
newspapers and digital publications. Apple News+ is available in the United
States and Canada as of today. Australia and Europe are slated to get access “in
the fall”—which we suspect means September, to align with the next iPhone and
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iOS releases.
To enable Apple News+ on your devices, you must first update to iOS 12.2 or macOS 10.14.4 Mojave. Then, look for the News+ icon in your
News app’s sidebar or toolbar. Don’t see it? Look again—it can be easy to overlook since it looks so much like the Today icon.
Apple News+ adapts the magazine reading experience for on-screen consumption with animated covers, customized photos and infographics,
search across multiple titles, smart user recommendations, effortless navigation within and across magazines, and dynamic layouts that seamlessly
adapt themselves to iPhone, iPad, and Mac screens. None of this is revolutionary since Texture did much of the same.
Apple aspires to create a more comprehensive paid-news service with all kinds of content, but it has work to do. Apart from the magazines
(including 30 Canadian titles), Apple News+ will initially offer access to just the Los Angeles Times and the Wall Street Journal, along with
Canadian newspaper The Star, along with a handful of Web sites from the likes of theSkimm, Vox, New York Magazine, and TechCrunch. One
warning about the Wall Street Journal: you apparently don’t get access to all of the newspaper’s content, but only a curated collection of general
interest news.
At $9.99, Apple News+ is competitively priced—especially considering that multiple members of a household can use it, each with their own
preferred magazines and preferences, at that single subscription cost. Apple is making the first month free as well. Of course, just how reasonable
Apple News+ seems to you depends on how many print subscriptions it would replace and how expensive they are—do you currently pay $120 per
year for periodicals?
Apple News+ has competition. Companies like Amazon, Magzter, Scribd, and Zinio offer much of the same—with more extensive magazine
catalogs in some cases. Texture is also still available, reportedly until May—but if you migrate from Texture to Apple News+, your subscription will
come with you.
Potential subscribers should also look to their public libraries before plunking down money for a paid service like Apple News+ since robust
selections of digital magazines are available from those public institutions at no cost via digital partners such as Flipster and RBdigital.
For users of Apple devices, however, Apple News+ will have particular allure, given Apple’s attention to detail and ease of use. Apple also
emphasizes that Apple News+ will protect your privacy, keeping advertisers (and even Apple itself) from knowing what you’re reading.
The larger question is how well Apple News+ will work for publishers. The New York Times recently made public its displeasure with the
service and said it did not plan to participate. Other news organizations are reportedly objecting to the share of revenue Apple is said to be taking in
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exchange for their participation.
Whether Apple can woo such skeptical publishers will go a long way to determining the success of Apple News+ because it will be a harder sell if
readers still have to subscribe to some of their favorite publications separately.

Macs, iPads, & AppleWatch
watchOS 5.2 Extends ECG Support and Supports New AirPods
by ADAM ENGST
Several days after the rest of its operating system updates, Apple finally released
watchOS 5.2, which most notably extends the Apple Watch Series 4’s ECG to

Hong Kong and many European countries. Previously, these
features were available only in the United States, Guam, Puerto
Rico, and the US Virgin Islands, but Apple has now added
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Hong Kong, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg,
Netherlands, Portugal, Romania, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
and the United Kingdom. Users of other Apple Watch models
in those countries can also now get irregular heart rhythm
notifications.
For those who don’t have an Apple Watch Series 4 or aren’t in
one of these countries, watchOS 5.2 also adds support for the
second-generation AirPods (see “Second-Generation AirPods
Gain “Hey Siri” and Optional Wireless Charging,” 20
March 2019) and supports real-time text (RTT) for phone
calls.
You can install the 439 MB update using the iPhone’s Watch
app—go to Watch > General > Software Update.
Apple Boosts iMac Performance with Faster Multi-Core CPUs
by ADAM ENGST
Apple has released new 21.5-inch and 27-inch iMacs with increased performance thanks to updated multi-core processors, optional Radeon
Pro Vega graphics chips, and faster RAM. Apart from those changes, the iMac models remain the
same as they were, not even picking up Bluetooth 5.0 or Apple’s T2 security chip, which is sad.
The non-Retina 21.5-inch iMac remains available for $1099 but sees no changes. However, Apple
tweaked the build-to-order options for the iMac Pro, which hadn’t received any attention since its launch
15 months ago (see “Apple Releases the iMac Pro,” 15 December 2017).
It’s worth noting that Apple will almost certainly release macOS 10.14.4 Mojave and iOS 12.2 next
week once these new iMacs join yesterday’s new iPads in Apple retail stores. watchOS 5 and tvOS 12
updates are likely as well, if only to participate in whatever security updates the main two operating
systems receive.
2019 iMac Configuration Quirks: Don’t Get Burned!
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Before I get into the details, a warning is in order. When Apple last revised the 21.5-inch and 27-inch Retina iMacs (see “Apple Beefs Up iMac
and MacBook Lines, Teases the iMac Pro,” 6 June 2017), a TidBITS reader pointed out that you could pay more or less for the same
configuration, depending on how you started.
In short, for certain configurations, starting with the high-end options will give you a better Radeon Pro graphics processor than if you start with a
less-capable configuration and beef it up to be otherwise identical.
For details, read the full article at “2017 iMac Configuration Quirks: Don’t Get Burned!” (12 June 2017), and note that the first two sections
about the Radeon Pro options are still true of the new models.
21.5-inch iMac with 4K Retina Display
The changes in the updated 21.5-inch iMac with 4K Retina display fall into three categories: faster CPUs, updated GPUs, and faster RAM:
Faster CPUs with more cores: Previously, the 21.5-inch iMac offered a variety of quad-core Intel Core i5 and i7 processors ranging in speed
from a 3.0 GHz i5 to a 3.6 GHz i7. The new models offer a wider range of 8th-generation processors: a quad-core 3.6 GHz Intel Core i3, a 6-core
3.0 GHz i5, and a 6-core 3.2 GHz i7. Without being able to see benchmarks, we’d be a bit worried about the performance of the low-end i3
processor.
Updated GPUs: The previous 21.5-inch models were limited to Radeon Pro 555 and 560 graphics chips. The newer models feature Radeon Pro
555X and 560X GPUs instead, and for $350 more, you can upgrade to a Radeon Pro Vega 20 GPU with 4 GB of VRAM.
Faster RAM: This probably won’t make much difference in performance, but the new iMac models come with 2666 MHz DDR4 RAM, up
from 2400 MHz DDR4 RAM in the previous models. Keep the change in mind if you buy RAM from another vendor.
Apple also tweaked the build-to-order options, letting you configure the entry-level 21.5-inch Retina iMac with 32 GB of RAM and a 1 TB SSD,
neither of which could be combined with the slowest processor before. It’s a minor change—most people who would max out RAM and storage
would also want one of the faster processors. We always recommend SSDs over Fusion Drives, but whatever you do, don’t get the 1 TB hard drive
option; it will destroy the iMac’s performance. Apple should drop the hard drive model entirely.
Pricing remains the same, with the low-end configuration starting at $1299 and a fully tricked-out machine coming in at $2999.
27-inch iMac with 5K Retina Display
The 27-inch iMac with 5K Retina display has long been one of my favorite Macs—I’m still using the original model from 2014 and a recent
upgrade from 16 GB to 32 GB of RAM seems to have eliminated some nagging performance issues that cropped up with macOS 10.14 Mojave.
However, it hadn’t received much love from Apple for ages—the last performance bump happened almost two years ago.
The changes in the 27-inch line mimic those in the 21.5-inch line, with faster processors, updated graphics chips, and faster memory:
Faster CPUs with more cores: The 2017 models of the 27-inch iMac all featured 7th-generation quad-core Intel Core i5 and i7 processors.
Apple has replaced them with 9th-generation 6-core and 8-core i5 and i9 processors that should provide significantly more performance—Apple
claims up to 2.4 times more. Each of the three base configurations starts with a 6-core i5 processor running at 3.0 GHz, 3.1 GHz, or 3.7 GHz. For
the top two configurations, you can instead choose an 8-core 3.6 GHz i9 processor for the best performance short of an iMac Pro.
Updated GPUs: As with the 21.5-inch models, the 27-inch iMac GPUs move from the Radeon Pro 570, 575, and 580 to the Radeon Pro
570X, 575X, and 580X. An additional $450 gets you a Radeon Pro Vega 48 with 8 GB of VRAM.
Faster RAM: Again, the new 27-inch models replace the 2400 MHz DDR4 RAM with 2666 MHz DDR4 RAM.
Despite the notably faster processors, pricing stays the same, with the low-end configuration at $1799 and a maxed-out configuration hitting
$5249.
iMac Pro Receives Configuration Tweaks
As powerful as the 27-inch iMac with 5K Retina display can be, it still doesn’t compare with an iMac Pro, which can be configured with an
18-core Intel Xeon W processor.
Although Apple’s press release about the new iMacs didn’t mention it, the company also added some high-end options for the iMac Pro. You
can now get it with 256 GB of RAM for a whopping $5200 and a Radeon Pro Vega 64X GPU with 16 GB of VRAM for $700. It’s a little freaky
to imagine an iMac with more RAM than there is SSD storage in the entry-level MacBook Air.
Simultaneously, MacRumors reports that Apple reduced the prices of some of the build-to-order options, cutting $400 from the price of
RAM upgrades, $50 from the Radeon Vega Pro 64 graphics processor price, and $400 from the 4 TB SSD storage option.
Performance Improvements Are Always Welcome, But…
It’s hard to quibble with any of these changes—faster performance for the same price is a good thing. But none of these improvements are
significant enough to warrant upgrading from an existing Retina iMac. The fact that Apple updated these models and added some high-end options
to the iMac Pro also suggests that the company doesn’t plan to do anything more significant with them for the foreseeable future.
Of course, the elephant in the room for some people is the update to the Mac Pro, which Apple promised for sometime this year. It’s relevant
mostly to those who have been debating whether to move from an older Mac Pro or 27-inch iMac to an iMac Pro now, or to hold out for whatever
Mac Pro Apple releases next.
But if you’ve been waiting to upgrade to a new iMac from a significantly older Mac, now is as good a time as any.
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Second-Generation AirPods Gain “Hey Siri” and Optional Wireless Charging
by JOSH CENTERS
Apple has released second-generation AirPods that feature a new H1 chip, the successor to the W1 chip
found in the first-generation AirPods and wireless Beats products. Apple says that the H1 chip gives the new
AirPods 50% more talk time than the first-generation AirPods and enables them to connect twice as quickly.
But the main advantage of the H1 chip is that it lets you use “Hey Siri,” so you can activate Siri with your
voice instead of double-tapping an AirPod, which isn’t always possible.
Also new is the Wireless Charging Case, which charges when placed on a Qi-compatible charging mat.
While the second-generation AirPods with a standard charging case remain $159, the AirPods with a
Wireless Charging Case will set you back $199. Happily, the Wireless Charging Case is compatible with the
first-generation AirPods, and it’s available separately for $79. The release of the Wireless Charging Case and
evidence from the iOS 12.2 beta suggest that Apple’s long-promised AirPower
charging mat may appear soon.
The Wireless Charging Case features a tiny LED indicator light on the front of the
case to show the case’s charge status. The front of the case can also accept up to 19
characters of custom laser engraving if you order AirPods from the Apple Web site or the Apple Store app.
Other than those refinements and additional options, these new AirPods are everything that AirPods fans have come to
expect. Apple didn’t mention any sound quality or battery life improvements, though both were already pretty good.
The second-generation AirPods and Wireless Charging Case are available now.
Apple Quietly Releases New iPad mini and iPad Air
by ADAM ENGST
Apple just made my mother’s day, with the release of an updated
iPad mini with modern specs. Her iPad mini 2 could no longer run
all the apps she wanted, but it made no sense to buy an iPad mini 4,
which hadn’t been updated since September 2015. Apple has also
introduced a new 10.5-inch iPad Air, which is eerily similar to the
now-discontinued 10.5-inch iPad Pro, albeit with a less-capable
camera and $150 off the price.
The company made these announcements via a press release, not
seeing them as newsworthy enough to warrant a special event and
not wanting them to distract from the upcoming special event that’s
likely to focus on Apple’s much-rumored video subscription service
(see “Four Ways Apple Could Improve Apple Music,” 11 March
2019). Realistically, minimizing these announcements was the right
call—the new iPad mini is hugely welcome but merely playing catch up, and the new iPad Air mostly tweaks the 10.5-inch iPad Pro’s specs to better
fill out the iPad lineup.
The only minor negative? By reusing the plain iPad mini and iPad Air names, much as it did with last year’s sixth-generation iPad, Apple has
made it all the harder to keep track of which iPad model you might have or be talking about. And don’t get us started about the Apple Pencil. But
hey, nothing new here—Apple’s product naming seldom makes much sense. These are officially the fifth-generation iPad mini and third-generation
iPad Air.
Fifth-Generation iPad mini Gains A12 Bionic Chip and Apple Pencil Support
After sitting on the iPad mini 4 for over three years, Apple did what many iPad mini fans have been wanting
for ages—it brought the diminutive iPad up to snuff with modern-day specs while retaining the same form
factor and industrial design, including the Home button with Touch ID. Apple also added Apple Pencil
support, extending it across the entire iPad lineup.
At its core, the fifth-generation iPad mini features the latest A12 Bionic chip, which Apple says is three times
faster than the iPad mini 4’s A8 chip and provides graphics that are nine times faster. Like 2018’s
sixth-generation iPad, the new iPad mini also supports the $99 first-generation Apple Pencil but not the
second-generation model that works only with the 2018 iPad Pro models.
Apple also says that the iPad mini’s 7.9-inch Retina display, while retaining the previous model’s 2048 by
1536 resolution, is 25% brighter. It is also now a wide-color display (P3) and supports Apple’s True Tone
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technology, which lets the display adjust its color temperature based on the light in the current surroundings.
The cellular model of the iPad mini now supports gigabit-class LTE connections with additional LTE bands. One slight confusion: the spec page
lists both “Nano-SIM (supporting Apple SIM)” and “eSIM,” but Apple has another chart that suggests that the iPad mini supports only eSIM—
we’re trying to get clarification from Apple. The new iPad mini also now supports Bluetooth 5.0, up from Bluetooth 4.2 in the iPad mini 4.
Although the iPad mini’s cameras have the same basic specs as before—8 megapixels for the rear-facing camera and 7 megapixels for the
front-facing FaceTime HD camera—both are capable of capturing video in 1080p at 30 frames per second. Previously the FaceTime HD camera
could capture only 720p video.
The new iPad mini is available for order today in silver, space gray, and gold colors, and it will appear in stores next week. A 64 GB Wi-Fi model
costs $399, while a 256 GB Wi-Fi model is $549. Switching to a Wi-Fi + Cellular model adds $130, making the 64 GB price $529 and the 256
GB price $679.
Third-Generation iPad Air Rejiggers 10.5-inch iPad Pro Specs and Price
The third-generation iPad Air is a funny beast. If you compare it to the previous iPad
Air line, it’s significantly more capable, both in screen size and performance. However, it’s
better thought of as a 10.5-inch iPad Pro that Apple has modernized slightly and reduced
the price of by using a less-capable camera and speaker system. The form factor and
industrial design remain identical to the 10.5-inch iPad Pro with its Home button and
Touch ID, even down to the Smart Connector that accepts the original $159 Smart
Keyboard. The iPad Air also retains support for the first-generation Apple Pencil.
Like the new iPad mini, the new iPad Air features an A12 Bionic chip, gigabit-class
LTE, an eSIM, and Bluetooth 5.0.
However, Apple significantly downgraded the camera capabilities in the new iPad Air,
swapping the iPad Pro’s rear-facing 12-megapixel (ƒ/1.8 aperture) camera with a six-element lens for an 8-megapixel (ƒ/2.4 aperture) model with a
five-element lens. Apple also dropped the top-quality video capture to 1080p (down from 4K), shrunk panoramas from a max of 63 megapixels to
43 megapixels, and removed the iPad Pro’s optical image stabilization, True Tone flash, Focus Pixels, and more. For the most part, the front-facing
FaceTime HD camera looks similar, although Apple no longer advertises it as having body and face detection or auto image stabilization. In
addition, the new iPad Air has only stereo speakers, whereas the 10.5-inch iPad Pro had four speakers.
Also like the iPad mini, the new iPad Air offers only two storage options: 64 GB for $499 and 256 GB for $649. Cellular connectivity adds the
usual $130, bumping the 64 GB price to $629 and the 256 GB price to $779. It’s available in the same silver, space gray, and gold colors as well.
You can order an iPad Air online today, or find it in Apple retail stores next week.
A Sensible iPad Lineup
Far more so than with any other product in its stable, Apple has at
long last created a sensible iPad lineup that lets users choose the
model that provides the desired price, size, and capabilities.
Although the prices don’t scale directly with screen size, that actually
makes sense, since the sixth-generation iPad has an older chip (the
A10 Fusion), offers only 32 GB and 128 GB storage options, and
has a less-polished display (it’s not fully laminated, lacks an
anti-reflective coating, isn’t a wide-color display, and lacks True
Tone). Plus, Apple is charging a small premium for the svelte size
of the iPad mini—bigger isn’t always better.
So, not to distract from these iPad announcements, but if Apple
is going to acknowledge that the iPad mini form factor is, as the
press release says “a beloved design,” wouldn’t it make sense to do
the same thing in the iPhone lineup, where users are clamoring for
a smaller model? We had dinner with a friend last weekend who is
still using an iPhone 4S, and its combination of squared-off sides
and small size made it remarkably pleasant to hold and pocket.
Just saying—there’s still room for an iPhone mini, even if Apple
doesn’t go as far as an iPhone nano (see “Palm’s Tiny Phone
Sucks, but How About an iPhone nano?,” 4 March 2019).

Model

Screen Size

Starting Price

iPad mini (5th
generation)

7.9 inches

$399

iPad (6th
generation)

9.7 inches

$329

iPad Air (3rd
generation)

10.5 inches

$499

iPad Pro 11-inch

11 inches

$799

iPad Pro 12.9-inch
(3rd generation)

12.9 inches

$999
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Siri Tips & Tricks
14 Siri Tricks You Can Use Right Now
by SCHOLLE MCFARLAND and Scholle McFarland
Answering questions, making telephone calls, and (perhaps) telling jokes may be some of the things you think
of when you think of Siri, but Apple’s digital assistant has many more tricks up its sleeve.
Here’s a collection of some of the coolest things it can help you do that don’t fit into
a particular category, from translating phrases into foreign languages to controlling
your smart home. (Not sure how to trigger Siri on all your devices, including your
Mac, iPhone, HomePod, AirPods, and Apple TV? See this Apple support page.)
These tips are just the part of the iceberg that’s peeking out of the water when it
comes to Siri, though. You can learn about everything that Siri can do in detail in
my new book Take Control of Siri. It’s just $14.99, and if you’ve caught the
HomeKit bug as well, you can buy it for just $20 in a bundle with the just-updated
Take Control of Apple Home Automation, by Josh Centers, which is also normally $14.99.
1. Find Your Apple Devices
It can get tiring to log in to iCloud.com and scan the map for a wayward Apple device, just so you can end up, as
always, wandering around your house listening for a muffled ping. (In my case, that ping once came from the freezer where my iPhone was cooling
its heels, carefully wrapped in tin foil. Ah, toddlers).
Siri lets you cut to the chase. Trigger Siri and try “Ping my watch” or “Find my iPhone.” Siri tells
you if any of the devices signed into your iCloud account are nearby and can play a sound to lead you
to it. I find this particularly useful with the HomePod as I can just call out “Hey Siri, where’s my
iPhone?”
2. Retrieve Passwords
From time to time, you may need to look up a password for a Web site when Safari AutoFill goes
on the blink or you need to type the password on another device. As of iOS 12 and macOS 10.14
Mojave, Siri makes the process a whole lot easier. Trigger Siri and ask for a password by name to jump right to it. For example, ask “What’s my
Netflix password?” or “What’s my Dropbox password?” Or say “Show my passwords” to pull up the whole list. Don’t worry: you must enter your
login password on the Mac to gain access to passwords. Your iOS device can verify your identity using Touch ID or Face ID.
Tip: Wi-Fi passwords aren’t covered by Siri’s password recall powers, but there is a quick trick that makes sharing them easy. See “Share your
Wi-Fi password from your iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch.”
3. Launch an App
On your Mac and iOS devices, Siri offers fast access to your apps. Trigger Siri and say: “Open app name,” “Launch app name,” “Play app name,”
or even just the app’s name. (Perhaps Apple thought it would improve our attitude toward work to say “Play Photoshop” just as easily as “Play the
Sims.”) However, Siri can’t close apps.
Tip: You can also search the App Store using Siri. Say something like “Show me money management apps” or “Show me kids’ games” and the
App Store opens to that category.
4. Set a Timer
Whether you’re keeping track of when to take something out of the oven or timing a test, Siri can help you count
down a few minutes or a few hours on your iOS devices, Apple Watch, or HomePod. It’s as simple as triggering Siri and
saying “Set timer 20 minutes.”
To check how much time is left, trigger Siri and say “Check timer.” To cancel it, say “Stop timer.”
The HomePod has an extra trick up its sleeve—you can use it to set multiple timers, which is particularly helpful when
you’re cooking. Name them so you know which one is which. Say “Hey Siri, set lasagna timer to 45 minutes” and then
“Hey Siri, set sauce timer to 5 minutes.” To see how much time is left on a particular timer, say “Hey Siri, check lasagna
timer.” To cancel it, say “Hey Siri, cancel lasagna timer.” To clear all running timers, say “Hey Siri, cancel all timers.”
For a demonstration of some of the cool things you can do with Siri and the HomePod in the kitchen, watch my video “How to Use Siri in the
Kitchen.”
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5. Set an Alarm
Love them or hate them, alarms help us wake up on time and get out the door. Use Siri to set an alarm on your
iPhone, iPad, Apple Watch, or HomePod. Trigger Siri and say “Wake me up tomorrow at 6 PM” or “Set an
alarm for 5 AM.” When the time comes, the alarm sounds, even if your iPhone is set to Do Not Disturb or your
Ring switch is set to silent.
On your iOS devices, alarms remain in the Clock app until you delete them, making it convenient to use them
again. If you name them, it’s easy to turn them on or off later using Siri. For example, if you say “Set School Day
alarm for 6:45 AM” on another day, you can say “Turn on School Day alarm” or “Turn off School Day alarm.”
Likewise, when summer comes, just say “Delete School Day alarm.” To get rid of a big honking list of alarms you
don’t need anymore, say “Delete all my alarms.”
6. Translate a Phrase
You can ask Siri on your iPhone, iPad, or HomePod to translate any English phrase into (deep breath) Arabic,
Brazilian Portuguese, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Mandarin Chinese, Russian, or Spanish. Your iOS
devices can perform these translations in writing as well as out loud. Even though Siri can’t yet decode what’s said
back to you, this can still be a great help if you’re traveling and want to order breakfast or find a bathroom. Besides,
it takes us another step closer to a Star Trek future. (Universal translator, anyone?) Preface your phrase with either
“How do I say” or “Translate” For example, “Translate where is the nearest bathroom in French.”
7. Look Up a Word
Don’t bother opening the Dictionary app or doing a Google search when you’re at a loss for words. Trigger Siri
and ask “How do you spell rhythm?” or “Define flibbertigibbet.” I often use Siri on my watch to look up words
when I’m reading with my teenager. (Dickens has some doozies.)
8. Track Down Friends and Family
Whether you find it convenient or creepy, you can use Siri on your iOS device or Mac to track down your loved
ones using Apple’s Find My Friends. Trigger Siri and ask it: “Where are my friends?” “Find my nearest friends,”
“Where’s Graham?” or “Let me know when Dave gets to work.” You can track anyone who has given you
permission—for instance, people in your Family Sharing group. (See Apple’s “Set up and use Find My Friends”
and “Share your location with your family” for setup details.)
9. Take a Photo (or a Selfie)
It’s not difficult to grab your iPhone and take a snapshot, but Siri can make it a
little bit easier and faster—skipping over multiple steps that could make you miss
the moment. On your iPhone or iPad, trigger Siri and try: “Take a selfie,” “Take
a photo,” “Take a square photo,” “Take a panorama,” “Take a video,” “Take a
slow-motion video,” or “Take a time-lapse video.” (Siri can’t activate Portrait
mode.) Siri opens the Camera app to your desired setting. Line things up and
take your shot. That’s right, you have to take the shot—Siri can’t press the
shutter for you.
This gets more fun if you have an Apple Watch. Put your iPhone in place with
its rear-facing camera on your target, then walk away. Activate Siri on your watch
and say “Take a picture.” (Other Siri Camera commands won’t work). As long
as you’re in Bluetooth range, your iPhone’s camera activates.
Tap the white shutter button on your watch to take the photo
immediately or tap the 3s icon for a three-second countdown.
With its simpler camera setup, your Mac is more limited, but
“Take a photo” does launch Photo Booth and activate the iSight
camera.
10. Find Your Photos
Looking for a photo? Siri can help. Ask it: “Show photos from
February 27,” “Look up my videos taken in Portland, Oregon,”
“Show me my favorite photos” (ones that you’ve marked in Photos
by clicking or tapping the heart icon), or “Show me pictures of
David.” (Siri taps into the People data in Photos.)
Siri can also go beyond the basics to do searches that would be
complicated, or even impossible, to do by hand. Ask Siri a question
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that ties into the Photos Advanced Computer Vision feature to comb through your images at lightning speed. For instance, say “Show me pictures
with collies” and Photos opens to a collection of images it thinks match.
You can find a strange and wonderful variety of objects, including tree types (“Show me pictures of oaks”), plants (“Show me pictures of roses”),
landmarks (“Show me pictures of the beach”), and little ones (“Show me pictures of babies”)—4432 objects, according to Apple. If Siri doesn’t find
matching photos in your library, it does a Web image search instead.
On the Mac, your Siri request appears at the top of the Photos window in large type. On your iOS device, your Siri request takes you to the
Photos search screen with what you said in the search field.
11. Send or Request Money
If you use Apple Pay, PayPal, or Venmo on your iPhone, it’s fast and easy to transfer money using Siri. (Apple
Pay works with Siri on the Apple Watch, too.) Unlock your iPhone and then say something like “Send $5 to
Mary for coffee using Venmo” or “Apple Pay $25 to Kabir for dinner.” Confirm the recipient of the transfer by
name, if necessary, and approve the transfer by saying “Yes.”
You can also request an Apple Pay payment from a friend using Siri on your iPhone or Apple Watch. Try: “Ask
Eowyn for $17 for the T-shirt.” For more details about setting up and using Apple Pay, see this Apple support
page.
12. Hear the Headlines
If you live in the United States, it’s easy (if often depressing) to keep up with the headlines on your iOS devices
and HomePod. Just ask Siri about the news. As long as you have Apple’s Podcasts app installed, Siri can play news
digests and recaps from Bloomberg, CNBC, CNN, ESPN, Fox News, NPR, and the Washington Post by
tapping into the media outlets’ latest shows.
Trigger Siri and say “Play news headlines” or “Play news from NPR” to hear an update from the NPR News
Now podcast. If you prefer something else, say “Switch to Fox News” or “Switch to the Washington Post.” Or,
next time ask for your favorite outlet (from the list above) by name.
Tip: You can also ask for your local NPR station by name, such as “Play OPB radio.”
In some cases, you can get more specific, with a command like “Play sports news from ESPN” or “Play business news from Bloomberg.” But
you’ll find that you can’t yet request a lot of topics—science, technology, or world news for instance—that you’d usually see in the newspaper.
Of course, if you like a particular news podcast, you can also ask Siri to play the show by name. For example, say “Play the Daily” to hear that
New York Times podcast. (If you have trouble getting a podcast to play, add the word “podcast” to your request, as in “Play the Daily podcast.”)
When you’re done, say “Stop the news” or simply “Stop.”
13. Control Your Home
Siri in iOS has long been able to control smart home accessories like lights, security cameras, and thermostats through Apple’s home automation
platform, HomeKit. With Mojave, we gained the capability to tap into the Home app’s powers on the Mac, too. Assuming you’re equipped with
HomeKit-ready accessories—the HomePod is one, too!—try commands like: “Play music in the kitchen,” “Turn all my lights on,” “What’s the
temperature in the attic,” “Make the family room blue,” and “Open the garage door.”
14. Turn on the Flashlight
Need a flashlight? Just activate Siri and say “Turn on the flashlight.” This can be particularly helpful if you’re still not used to the way the flashlight
button works in iOS 12.
If you’ve enabled voice activation, you can also use this trick when you’re trying to find something in the middle of the night. Just say “Hey Siri,
turn on the flashlight” and your iPhone illuminates, even if it’s on the charger across the room. Your toes will thank you for not stumbling around in
the dark.
Discover more ways to use Siri in Take Control of Siri!
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Tech Tip: Should You Shut Down Your Mac or Let It Sleep? -- One question that new Mac users often ask is whether they should shut down
their Macs at the end of the day or just let them sleep. The quick answer is… [click the title/link to read the whole article]
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Tidbits
[Click on the blue titles to read the whole story]

The EU Passes Copyright Directive -- The European Union has passed the Copyright in the Digital Single Market Directive and its controversial
Articles 11 and 13, which regulate online use of news articles and posting of copyrighted content. But it will be several years before it’s implemented
in the laws of EU members states.
All the Magazines Available on Apple News+ in the US -- Federico Viticci of MacStories has taken on the thankless task of documenting every
available magazine on Apple News+ in the US. Turns out there aren’t actually 300 of them, and only about half are in Apple News Format.
For Better or Worse, GarageBand Has Changed Music -- Since its introduction in 2004, Apple’s GarageBand has become a staple in music
production, perhaps even more than you may have realized.
Apple and Stanford Announce Results of Heart Study -- Can wearables like the Apple Watch help advance medical research? The results of the
massive Apple Heart Study would suggest so.
The Tragic Death of “Do Not Track”-- Over at Fast Company, Glenn Fleishman documents the rise and fall of the Do Not Track browser
setting, a well-intentioned but ultimately doomed effort to make privacy easy for users.
European Commission Fines Google €1.49 Billion -- The European Commission has fined Google €1.49 billion for what it’s calling abusive
advertising practices, but even that stunning amount isn’t close to the largest fine the EC has levied against the search giant. And it pales in
comparison to Google’s revenues.
Big Tech Attracts Antitrust Attention from Senator Elizabeth Warren -- Senator Elizabeth Warren made headlines recently by suggesting that
the tech giants have too much power and need to be broken up. While her premise isn’t entirely wrong, Ben Thompson of Stratechery explains why
the proposed solutions are misguided.
Spotify Asks the European Commission to Make Apple Play Fair -- Spotify is tired of Apple’s App Store policies and is now calling on the
European Commission to regulate the company. The timing is notable given Senator Elizabeth Warren’s proposal to break up a number of tech
giants, including Apple.
Apple Responds to Spotify -- Apple has published a response to Spotify’s Time to Play Fair site and complaint to the European Commission, but
the response has drawn criticism from Apple developers and commentators.
Flickr Vows to Not Delete Creative Commons Images or Those of Deceased Members -- In an effort to make the company’s business model
sustainable, Flickr is deleting excess images, but it’s taking new measures to soften the blow.
Facebook Promises Encrypted Messaging (and Privacy-Abusing Business as Usual) -- In a lengthy blog post, Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg
has promised to support end-to-end encryption and ephemeral content in the company’s messaging apps. That sounds good, but it doesn’t mean
Facebook will stop exploiting all the rest of your data.
The Quiet Spread of Data Brokers Selling Your Personal Information -- You’re likely aware that companies like Facebook and Google base their
business models on accumulating, analyzing, and selling access to data about you and everyone else in the world. But at least you probably have some
sort of a relationship with Facebook and Google. What you may not have realized is just how many companies out there are trading in data about
you even though you have no connection with them at all. To these firms, you’re nothing more than bits to be fed into the machine.
Over at Fast Company, Steven Melendez and Alex Pasternack have taken advantage of a new Vermont law that requires data brokers to register
with the state to compile a list of 121 of these shadowy companies and explain what they do and how (in theory, anyway) you can extract yourself
from their databases. The task is so overwhelming that it’s no surprise most people don’t bother, despite the vast majority of Americans believing
that they’ve lost control over how personal information is collected and used. (That linked Pew Research Center data is from late 2014; we suspect
people have even lower opinions of companies trading in data now.)
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Apple Cancels AirPower, Can’t Take the Heat
by ADAM ENGST
Apple’s long-promised AirPower wireless charging mat is history.
Matthew Panzarino of TechCrunch has published a statement from Dan Riccio, Apple’s
senior vice president of Hardware Engineering, that says:
After much effort, we’ve concluded AirPower will not achieve our high standards and we have
cancelled the project. We apologize to those customers who were looking forward to this launch.
We continue to believe that the future is wireless and are committed to push the wireless
experience forward.
So that—canceling an announced product—is a first, as far as any of the TidBITS crew can
remember. Thumbs up to Apple for acknowledging its failure and not just quietly sweeping
AirPower under the rug and hoping we’d all forget about it eventually. Better to cancel a product
now than ship something that works poorly—like the infamous butterfly keyboard in the
MacBook Pro and MacBook Air—and disappoint customers regularly.
Simultaneously, though, thumbs down to the statement for putting the blame on AirPower itself, as if the product somehow didn’t try hard
enough, rather than its cancellation being a failure of Apple management (in promoting something that engineering couldn’t deliver) and Apple
engineering (in agreeing that they could build AirPower). And it’s particularly embarrassing that the second-generation AirPods have a picture of
AirPower on the box, and iOS 12.2 betas had support for it.
What went wrong? Physics is unforgiving. Last year, Sonny Dickson published an article suggesting that AirPower ran into problems with heat
management, inter-device communication, and mechanical and interference issues (see “Apple’s AirPower Wireless Charger: What Happened?,”
17 September 2018). Matthew Panzarino says he heard much the same from his sources.
Given the customer desire for AirPower—in a recent Clockwise podcast, all four participants answered the question of what they wanted to see
next from Apple with “AirPower”—I can only imagine that engineers around the world will be tackling the problems Apple was unable to solve. In
the meantime, there are numerous Qi-compatible chargers that can charge a single device at a time—see “13 Qi Wireless Chargers for the iPhone
Reviewed” (22 February 2018) for those we’ve examined.
How about you? Are you using a Qi-compatible charger that you can recommend to those who had been holding out for AirPower? Share your
experiences in the comments.
WWDC 2019 Scheduled for June 3rd through 7th
by JOSH CENTERS
Apple has announced dates for the 30th installment of its Worldwide Developers Conference
(WWDC), which will be held from June 3rd through 7th at the McEnery Convention Center in
San Jose.
Apple will once again issue tickets by random lottery, for which you can register now through 20
March 2019 at 5 PM PDT at the WWDC Web site. Tickets cost $1599 each and include daily
lunch, beverages, and snacks. Up to 350 student scholarships are available, enabling chosen
students to attend for free. Students must include a unique Swift playground that can be experienced
in 3 minutes to apply for a scholarship. For developers with young children, Apple will again offer
free childcare for children 12 and under (last year it was 8 and under), though space is limited.
We have yet to hear about events adjacent to WWDC, but we expect several again this year. Keep
checking our continually updated conference roundup in “The Top Conferences for Mac and iOS
Professionals in 2019,” which we’ll update as soon as we know more.
Dropbox Limits Free Accounts to Three Devices
by ADAM ENGST
The mobile technology site Liliputing has discovered that Dropbox is now limiting free accounts to just three devices. In a
support article, Dropbox says that paid Plus, Professional, and Business users can still connect to their Dropbox accounts from
as many devices as they like, but as of March 2019, free Basic account users may use only three devices at once. Happily, if
you have more than three devices linked to your Dropbox Basic account currently, they’ll remain linked, but you won’t be
able to add any more.
With this change, Dropbox is clearly trying to push more Basic users to the Plus plan, which costs $9.99 per month or $99
per year. If you don’t wish to upgrade, you can instead link and unlink devices to stay within the three-device limit. Those
who want to sync between a desktop Mac, laptop Mac, iPhone, and iPad will now be forced to do this linking/unlinking dance—or will be as soon
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as they’re forced to unlink one of those devices for some reason.
The other alternative is to switch to a different file syncing service. Apple’s iCloud Drive offers 5 GB of storage for free, although that tends to be
eaten up quickly by iOS backups, iCloud Photos, and iCloud Mail. Google Drive provides 15 GB for free, although that’s shared with Gmail and
Google Photos. Microsoft’s OneDrive gives you 5 GB for free, and if you’re paying for Office 365, you get 1 TB of space.
What’s disappointing about this change is that Dropbox has historically provided the best combination of file syncing between your devices and
collaborative file sharing with other people. But it’s hard to complain too much about a free service being burdened by additional limits. Dropbox’s
free Basic accounts exist only as a marketing tool to encourage users to upgrade to a paid plan, and when you’re getting something for nothing, it’s
not unreasonable for a company to want to reduce the amount of that something eventually.
CorelDRAW Comes Back to the Mac
by AGEN SCHMITZ
Returning to the Mac after 18 years, Corel has revived its vector
graphics editor for macOS with the release of CorelDRAW Graphics
Suite 2019. (The last CorelDRAW release for the Mac was
CorelDRAW 11 in 2001.) In addition to the CorelDRAW 2019 vector
illustration software, the suite includes Photo-Paint 2019 for image
editing, AfterShot 3 HDR for raw photo processing, Font Manager 2019
(along with over 1000 TrueType and/or OpenType fonts), and
thousands of clipart files, sample digital images, and vehicle wrap
templates.
CorelDRAW is optimized for Dark mode in macOS 10.14 Mojave,
includes support for the Touch Bar on the MacBook Pro, and introduces
the neural network-powered LiveSketch drawing feature, which uses
artificial intelligence to
interpret, adjust, and combine
hand-drawn strokes into precise
vector curves. You’ll also be able
to access your graphic design
projects on the go from any
device with the cloud-based
CorelDRAW.app, enabling
you to open and edit design
elements in existing files as well
as start new projects.
CorelDRAW Graphics Suite
2019 for Mac costs $499 for a
perpetual license or is available
as a $198 annual subscription.
CorelDRAW Graphics Suite
2019 requires a minimum of
10.12 Sierra, and a free 15-day
trial is available to download,
though note that it weighs in at over 2 GB when fully installed. The standalone CorelDRAW app (minus the extras included in the Graphics Suite)
is available from the Mac App Store for a $19.99 monthly or $199.99 annual subscription after a 2-week free trial.
It’s nice to see CorelDRAW Graphics Suite 2019 providing some competition for Adobe’s Creative Cloud for significantly less money—the
subscription works out to $16.50 per month, compared to Creative Cloud’s $52.99 per month. And Corel offers a perpetual license for those who
dislike subscriptions. But it’s still not exactly cheap, and it will be interesting to see how it compares to established alternatives in the Mac world like
Affinity Designer and Affinity Photo ($49.99 each) and Pixelmator Pro ($59.99; see “Pixelmator Pro: How Does It Compare to Photoshop
CC?,” 13 February 2019).
While the Canadian Corel (owned by the private equity group Vector Capital) has largely focused its software efforts on the Windows side since
the early aughts (including the acquisitions of WordPerfect and WinZip), the company looks to be devoting more attention to the Mac again. In
addition to reviving CorelDRAW, Corel hoovered up the Parallels virtualization software company in December 2018 and released a major
macOS upgrade to its CorelCAD drafting and 3D modeling app earlier this year.
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HOW TO FIND US
General meeting:
SMMUG General Meetings are held on the SECOND Monday of
each month at Fire Station 14 located at 1875 Dublin Blvd (at the
intersection of North Academy and Dublin).
Directions:
From Academy, go east on Dublin and then turn right on
the very first street. There is parking on the west and south
sides of the Fire Station (with additional parking located to
the north and further west of the Fire Station). The entrance
is on the west side of the building.
Smoking is not permitted on the premises.

Sig meeting:
The SIG Meetings are held on the SECOND Saturday of each month at the CityMac store located within the University Village Shopping
Center at 5020 North Nevada. CityMac sits right next to the Xfnity Office and is across the street from Costco.
Directions:
Take I-25 to Garden of the Gods Rd. heading East. Turn left on Nevada and then left on Eagle Rock Road. Drive past two intersections and
then park on the left in front of the CityMac Store.
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About Us
The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs,
Colorado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices.
Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the second
Monday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, where
our collective expertise can help answer your questions.
All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can
participate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Oﬃcer Elections. No corporate
memberships are granted.
Our oﬃcers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operating the club and its meetings.

Membership Application Form
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the
bargains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership dues
($30) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following table for
NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY:

JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $30.00
JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $15.00
Please Print Clearly!
Name
Street Address
City/State/ZIP
Home Telephone
E-mail Address
Have you previously been a member of SMMUG?
How did you learn about SMMUG?

APR 1 to JUN 30 - $20.00
OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $10.00
Today’s Date

Business Telephone

Make your check payable to: SMMUG
Then mail or give this form and your check to:
SMMUG, Inc.
2100 Wood Avenue
Colorado Springs, CO 80907-6718

Please make an online account for me.
User Name _______________
Don’t make an online account for me.
I do not want one or I already have

